
THE REPULP CREAMFOR FOR WHO WHO ? ? 

FORFOR WHAT WHAT ?

STORYSTORY

L A B O R A T O I R E S 

P A R I S

N O V E X P E R T 

Unisex - from 25 years old - All skin types

- Slackening Slackening skin
- Thin skinThin skin
- TiredTired face 
- Before or after hyaluronic injectionhyaluronic injection

REPLUMPREPLUMP Effect Effect (hyaluronic acid, free and fragmented one)(hyaluronic acid, free and fragmented one)

FIRMNESSFIRMNESS Effect Effect (Novaxyline, apple seeds, commiphora..)(Novaxyline, apple seeds, commiphora..)

WHAT IS WHAT IS UNIQUE UNIQUE ? 
The architect of the facehe architect of the face! It increases the ! It increases the 
thickness of the skin by boosting the thickness of the skin by boosting the collagen collagen 

and hyaluronic acidand hyaluronic acid in the dermis.  in the dermis. 

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTSCOMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

- To boost the replump effect, use the Repulp Repulp 
MaskMask (immediate effect).
- To boost the lifting effect, use the Instant Instant 
Lifting SerumLifting Serum (visible effect in 5 minutes). 

DIRECTIONS DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Day and/or nightay and/or night 
Apply small dabs on the entire face and 
neck. Can be applied on lips and eye 
contour if necessary. 
Does NOT intentionally contain any chemical sunscreen Does NOT intentionally contain any chemical sunscreen 
(useless below 20 minutes of solar exposure per day and 
necessary for synthesis of vitamin D).
If solar exposure is longer than 20 minutes per day, apply 
a TRUE sunscreen SPF 30 (and if possible without any 
chemical fi lters).

This is such an his is such an effective treatmenteffective treatment that  that 
customers buy it to also customers buy it to also apply on their apply on their 
breasts!breasts!

SOS urgency. 
Your face is 
deflating !  

OR USOR US

SOS urge
Your face is 
deflating !  

After 50 years old, it remains 
only 50% of hyaluronic acid 
in the skin! Show the pure hyaluronic acid  

in dropper and explain what it is 

(see brand speech) and makes 

the encapsulated hyaluronic 

acid experience to show the 

repulp effect. 
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